Thursday, 2nd April
Fun with paint! …..and scissors!
How good is your aim?
much better you are!

Hopefully, your aim is getting good by now! Try the stations again today and see how
(If you’ve just joined, look back to Monday 30 th)

Paint blob pictures are always such fun to make…….. however old you are!
Take a sheet of A4 paper and fold it in half. Open it out again and on one side drop
blobs of paint (don’t use too much or it will be very messy and you won’t get a good
result!) Add some blobs of a second and third colour.
Fold the paper in half again and smooth with the flat of your hand. The paints will mix
and form different patterns. Open them out to see what you have!
Experiment with using 2 colours…..or 3……or 4! Which colours work the best? Put a
little of one colour on top of another. Do you like the effect? If so, try with different
colours.
All your pictures will be symmetrical. You might want to cut around your paint blot?
You might want to keep it symmetrical? If you do, wait for it to dry, then fold it in half
and cut out a shape.
(Play a game of Gobolinks!...........read on!)

Play a game of Gobolinks!
All look at each other’s pictures and think about what you see in the swirling shapes? Does it
look like a particular animal…. a monster……. a castle? Score points for the most imaginative
suggestions!
Choose the best ones to stick on the fridge door. Email photos of them to us and we’ll create
an online gallery.
inspirefm@holytrinitycuckfield.org

If you’re keeping a paper chain diary, don’t forget to add another link today.

Remember to save boxes, yoghurt pots, pips and stones from fruit, egg
shells……………..anything that might be useful!

Choose one of the audio stories to listen to.

